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1 Background

Recently, deployment of high-speed network is progressing. In the Inter-
net, TCP/IP which provides a reliable communication and autonomous

congestion control is used. TCP/IP used today is based on 4.3 BSD
Reno. In Reno’s congestion control, operating system applies equation

w = w + (1/w) when each packet was acknowledged and applies w = 0.5w
when the three duplicate acknowledgement packet was received, where left

side of w is next congestion window size, right side of w is current con-
gestion window size. This increasing rate is constant and too small for

high-speed network.
Thus, HighSpeed TCP specified on RFC3649 has been proposed for large-

bandwidth high-latency network. HighSpeed TCP uses modified equation;

increases the congestion window bigger when the packet has been acknowl-
edged and decreases the congestion window smaller when the packet has

been dropped. HighSpeed TCP can achieve high-throughput in long-fat-
pipe network.

Deployment of HighSpeed TCP has two problem. First problem is that,
although deployment of HighSpeed TCP has to replace a host operating
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system, the replacement needs many costs. Second problem is fairness by
simultaneous use. Reno’s throughput will be stolen by HighSpeed TCP’s

flow. Hence, flow conversion mechanism is required for effective operation.
In this paper, we propose the proxy conversion mechanism which converts

the flow from Reno to HighSpeed TCP and implemented and evaluated
this mechanism.

2 Mechanism, Evaluation and Results

The conversion mechanism implemented on this appliance is that sends
back premature ACKs, fills up the buffer and send packets on receiver.

We implemented this mechanism onto Supermicro SuperServer 5013G-I
with Linux-2.4.20(+altAIMD0.3+web100-2.2.3). To evaluate this mech-
anism, we used SuperSINET NanoTech VPN which is 1Gbps and RTT

28ms.
In this network, Reno’s throuhghput subjected to ten HighSpeed TCP’s

flow is 70.7Mbps. By inserting conversion mechanism, we observed that
the performance of Reno’s flow has been improved to 93.0Mbps.

3 Investigation of High-Latency

The mechanism raises the latency. To solve this problem, we analyzed the
socket buffer system and Explicit Congestion Notification, ECN system,

so we will report on the some experiment and proposed scheme. Although
the scheme couldn’t improve the latency, we obtain the important analysis

to achieve better performance.
Firstly, we supposed that high-latency caused by deep queue and socket

buffer. So we tested relation between socket buffer size and latency. La-

tency is increasing proportion to socket buffer size.
Secondly, we extended ECN mechanism which can notify the ECE signal

by application for the operating-system API to limit in-socket packets.
Then we inserted ECE signal at certain interval in burst-transfer and we

observed that latency is suppressed without throughput decreasing.
Thirdly we limited the appliance’s in-socket packet by ECE signal. We

tried two methods, first method is sending ECE signal at over limit as DT-
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like, second method is sending ECE signal at over threshold in proportion
to remaining buffer as RED-like. As a result, both in both mechanism,

throughput is decreasing and latency is increasing. The reason is that
decreasing too large and the number of in-socket packets is 0, then slow-

start phase has been started.
So far, we have seen that ad-hoc buffer limitation have no effect to de-

crease latency and more reliable buffer management mechanism such as

per-communication queuing is required.

4 Summary

Firstly, we propose and evaluate the appliance which converts the flow from
Reno to HighSpeed TCP. By this appliance, communication throughput
using Reno subjected to ten HighSpeed TCP’s flow in SuperSINET Nan-

oTech VPN is 32% faster than original Reno’sperformance. Secondly, we
analyze the high-latency problem and find out the solution.
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